
Methods used for the research: analysis and synthesis of scientific literature and practical reports,

analysis of good practice examples. Analysis of good practice examples is applied in a variety of

contexts (FAO, 2016) and is defined differently, but has common characteristics: 1) good practice can

include both evidence-based and value-based practices; 2) good practice is an empirically based

practice tested in a variety of geographical conditions and populations (it is a practice based on the

cultural and other values of a particular family farm, community, locality, organization that has enduring

value that can be described and measured); 3) good practice can be applied broadly or to a specific

field, discipline and country; 4) good practice must show that it has not only been experienced, adapted

or survived somewhere, but must also be transferred - it can be repeated for similar purposes in

different situations/cases.

GPE were selected by convenient sample – 9 selected cases from different European countries, which

are combined with several common features: they reflect the experience of different countries in

organizing SFSC; one economic activity (specialized farm) or several activities (diversified farm) are

combined; cultivating and producing one or more products combined into a wide range; the cases

include both natural and legal persons; the duration of participation in the SFSC (according to the

duration of farming) differs; The experience of organizing SFSC can be applied to the other SFSC. All

GPE cases were coded like A1, A2, A3 etc.

The criteria for describing social dimension were identified following scientific literature and practical

reports, but they also aknowledged in many European countries as criteria of social sustainability

(Malak-Rawlikowska et al., 2019; SKIN, 2020).

The research is a part of the project „Governance of biologically valuable products short supply

chains and development of local markets“, is supported by the project No.35BV-KK-18-1-06620-

PR001, which is financed from the EAFRD and the state budget of the Republic of Lithuania.
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Introduction

Short food supply chains (hereinafter SFSC)

are a multifaceted phenomenon that is

associated with local food production, food

consumption and the benefits of its supply to

both the local community and society as a

whole. Recent years in the context of COVID

have shown that access to local food allows

consumers to discover and get to know local

food producers / farmers, while producers /

local farmers have more opportunities to

promote and sell their products. Recent

insights show that SFSC is an important

element of sustainable development,

especially in relation to the social dimension.

Analysis of good practice examples (GPE)

enable to identify key social aspects which

enhance and support the activity of SFSC.

The aim of the research is to characterize the

features and elements of the social dimension

of SFSC. The research object - social

dimension of short food supply chains.

Methodology

Results
Social dimension of sustainability is one of the dimensions of sustainable development. SFSC GPE of various

foreign countries helps to reveal how foreign farmers adhere to their activities, seek to establish the principles of

sustainable development related to the social dimension (Table 1 and Table 2).

CRITERIA Subcriteria 

Cases of good practice examples In total 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOCIAL 
SUSTAINABILITY 
  

Reconnection 
and 
relationships 

            +     
1 

Connection 
between 
producers and 
consumers 

  + + + + + + +   

7 

Trust, sense of 
community 

+ + +     + +   + 
6 

Community 
pride & 
animation 

  +         +   + 
3 

Community 
education 

      +     +   + 
3 

Recognition of 
producers 

  +         +     
2 

Consumer 
empowerment 

+       +   +   + 
4 

 

Table 1. Manifestation of social dimension criteria in the GPE of SFSC* Table 2. Characteristics of social aspects in the GPE of SFSC

➢ The identified criteria of the social dimension are essential for the

establishment and successful functioning of the SFSC. It is up to

farmers / producers to determine how they will reach consumers, and

consumers, in their interactions with farmers, reveal their consumption

priorities, their confidence in local farmers / producers and their

products.

➢ An analysis of 9 cases revealed that not all social dimension criteria

are equally important. The analysis of the social dimension criteria of

GPE revealed that in most cases (even 7) the focus is on the

connection between producers and consumers.

➢ The least attention in the analyzed cases was given to reconnection

and relationships. This suggests that farmers / producers tend to

network and develop with current or future consumers rather than past

ones. Reconnecting is more up to the consumers themselves, as it

shows their priorities of the products they consume (e.g. they will

choose local or imported products) and farmers / producers can

take their needs into account.
The dominant criterion in assessing GPE is the relationship between producers and

consumers; it is about building mutual trust and promoting loyalty; recognition and awareness

are important for farmers, and consumers have the opportunity to enjoy local food, have

regular sources of food and a way to participate in farm activities (e.g. on-farm / cooperative

traineeships, on-farm empowerment, volunteering, etc.); this reflects the various forms of

social interaction involved in maintaining and strengthening the relationship between

producers and consumers.
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*Note: made by author following SKIN (2020).

➢ Social aspects of SFSC can be various in different farms, depending

on how long the farm has been in existence, what traditions are being

nurtured, or whether the availability / accessibility of local food is easy.


